casegoods for people who work with people

TM

7 work styles for people who work with people... Swish is a modular casegoods system that is light, open, flexible and functional!
Designed to facilitate today’s team-oriented collaborative work flow, Swish promotes efficiency and productivity with a vast offering
of worksurfaces, storage components and accessories that can be specified in a multitude of configurations.
We’ve identified 7 basic work styles and environments to demonstrate that Swish is perfect for anyplace where people work with people...
back to back
Individual stations have shared storage components and/or worksurfaces that are connected as a single unit. People have the ability to
work in a semi-private setting, or when needed, simply turn around to collaborate with a co-worker.
integrated collaboration
By incorporating collaborative components, a Swish workstation can be created to invite collaboration. Combine individual stations,
meeting components, storage opportunities and seating options into unique configurations that turn spaces into multi-functional places.
forward-facing run
Individual stations are linked together, often using shared components to maximize space and promote productivity in typical repetitive
task environments. Specify a totally open run to foster employee interaction, or separate stations with privacy screens and upper
storage to help workers concentrate on tasks.
benching
The modern equivalent of the “community” table where people work alongside each other, with their own personal space and access to
today’s office amenities. Benching configurations are popular with today’s touchdown employee as well as with those who need a
permanent workspace with added levels of storage and supplemental seating.
private office
While collaborative spaces are providing a new dynamic for the office environment, there are still tasks that require the quiet solitude of
a private office. Multi-functional desks, credenzas, L units and U units, all with layered capabilities, are scaled to perform in this role.
teaming
The simple concept of working together is never more relevant than today, and now there is furniture that specifically supports and
encourages communication and sharing. If your daily tasks involve working side by side then linked worksurface shapes will place
you in close proximity to each other, while still allowing each the ability to work independently.
conference
Traditionally closed door spaces for formal meetings, conference areas have evolved to include anyplace where people might discuss,
present or work together on a project. By incorporating work tables, modular storage, power and data support, and integrated
seating it’s easy to produce environments that support all sizes of meetings and presentations.

for people who work with people!
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swish

Light, open and ready to work...
Swish can create units that satisfy the need for collaboration as well as the wants of the individual. Modular construction with layered
surfaces, multiple storage component heights, privacy accessories and integrated electrical provide maximum flexibility and superior
specification opportunities.
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back to back
Individual stations have shared storage components and/or worksurfaces that are connected as a single unit. People have the ability to
work in a semi-private setting, or when needed, simply turn around to collaborate with a co-worker.
WORK STYLE

Extended Pedestal, Perch Seating
Extend support pedestals beyond the worksurface and
use cushions to create the perfect perch for spontaneous
meetings, casual conversations and places where the
space for guest seating may be limited.
Side Access Storage
Tall storage units are perfect for placing at the end of a
run with a bench below to get the most use out of every
side. Use the upper sides for dry erase or tackboards and
the lower drawers for individual needs. Easily accessible
open storage has adjustable shelves.

swish

Turn a space into a place...
A landscape of layers will let light into every corner of a space, turning it into a bright and airy place where people want to be. Swish then
promotes working together, as well as individually, with a wide offering of integrated collaboration conference tables, shared worksurfaces,
central storage, bench seating and adjustable height tables.

Back Painted Glass
Hinged door overheads are available with white back
painted glass, providing dry erase functionality and
a sleek design element that complements the Swish
extruded aluminum supports.
Privacy Screens
Simple brackets mount to the underside of worksurfaces
and hold privacy screens in place, yet allow them to be
easily removed to create uninterrupted worksurfaces.
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integrated collaboration
By incorporating collaborative components, a Swish workstation can be created to invite collaboration. Combine individual stations,
meeting components, storage opportunities and seating options into unique configurations that turn spaces into multi-functional places.
WORK STYLE

swish

One unit, multiple functions...
Working in a board room is so yesterday. Get more accomplished by integrating personal, meeting,
work and lounge spaces into a single footprint with Swish elements. And by combining various
height worksurfaces with integrated seating and adaptable storage you’ll have just what you need,
when you need it!

Integrated Seating
Cushion top benches and built-in seating
provide comfortable alternatives for meetings
and quick collaborations with coworkers
and guests.
Bench Height Storage
Choose from open shelves, hinged doors, a
sliding door or multiple drawer configurations
to indulge all your storage desires.
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integrated collaboration
By incorporating collaborative components, a Swish workstation can be created to invite collaboration.
Combine individual stations, meeting components, storage opportunities and seating options into
unique configurations that turn spaces into multi-functional places.
WORK STYLE

Boomerang Top
When linked with each other back to back, a niche is
created that is ideal for nesting a mobile table to turn
workstations into a conference area.
Lounge
Unique to Swish are upholstered back benches with
either an open shelf below the seat or legs for support,
and matching lounge height tables.

swish

Pedestal Storage & Support
Swish pedestals offer all the storage configurations you expect from a hard-working casegoods line; locking drawers, integrated wire access,
alternate pull locations and optional power infeed access.

Productive style for functional environments...
There is no rule that says repetitive task environments have to be drab. Gently arching privacy screens, tackboards, extruded supports,
worksurface electrical and bench seating are a few of the details that make Swish not only a productive specification but also a setting
that is pleasing to the eye.

Leg Form & Function
Swish extruded aluminum proprietary legs and supports are engineered for maximum strength and durability. The interior of the leg is
intended for wire management with a removable, quick access cover.

(Worksurface plenum can be brought forward to create a clean aesthetic on select storage units.)
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forward-facing run
Individual stations are linked together, often using shared components to maximize space and promote productivity in
typical repetitive task environments. Specify a totally open run to foster employee interaction, or separate stations with
privacy screens and upper storage to help workers concentrate on tasks.
WORK STYLE

swish

Privacy Screen & Tackboard
Privacy screens are available in rectangular or
fin shapes, with or without tackboards, and
come standard in frosted acrylic, or choose
optional premium patterns.
Undersurface Storage
Hinged door vertical storage cabinets are excellent
for numerous items (like laptop bags) and when
used as supports they create more leg room under
the worksurface than standard pedestals.

Touch down, work, and back to the field...
Even if the work force is always on the go, they still need to come to the office and “touch down” at a simple worksurface with minimal storage
and connect with their coworkers, gather references and recharge for the next project or meeting. Swish provides the mobile worker with a place
to land when they need it (be careful, they may not want to leave).
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benching
The modern equivalent of the “community” table where people work alongside each other, with their own personal space
and access to today’s office amenities. Benching configurations are popular with today’s touchdown employee as well
as with those who need a permanent workspace with added levels of storage and supplemental seating.
WORK STYLE

Modular Storage & Seating
Using standard components, it’s a cinch to
produce a custom storage unit for community
materials. Utilize overheads with leg supports
to allow light to filter through a space for a
natural feel in the environment.

swish

Benching for the not-as-mobile worker...
Benching units aren’t just for the mobile worker. Today’s technology savvy workers need just a few layers of storage with easy access to
materials and personal items in a benching configuration. The layered surfaces of Swish keep the environment open and airy while
modular componentry means growing businesses can add stations and accessories as their needs require.

Cubby Organizers
Swish cubbies are exceptional for paper management and perfect for
preserving sight lines and letting light fill a space.
Modular Storage & Tops
Modular tops are designed to span multiple storage components, giving
the look of a custom unit while affording the flexibility of reconfiguration.
Create unique specifications by choosing contrasting colors.
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benching
The modern equivalent of the “community” table where people work alongside each other, with their own personal space
and access to today’s office amenities. Benching configurations are popular with today’s touchdown employee as well
as with those who need a permanent workspace with added levels of storage and supplemental seating.
WORK STYLE

Mobile Pedestal
Put it anywhere you need it, easily move large amounts of files, use it as
additional seating and then tuck it away again.

swish

A modern modular office...
Swish makes a visual impact with its layered surfaces (for work and storage) and its clean lines, but it’s the abundant and varied storage
combined with integrated seating (bench and couch) and electrical which makes this the private office that everyone covets. With everything
at arm’s reach, just nestle into the nook top and surround yourself with the job at hand.
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private office
While collaborative spaces are providing a new dynamic for the office environment, there are still tasks that require the quiet solitude of
a private office. Multi-functional desks, credenzas, L units and U units, all with layered capabilities, are scaled to perform in this role.
WORK STYLE

The warmth of modular...
Swish is more than clean and sleek, it’s also rich, polished, and an excellent choice for contemporary managers who want to balance modern
expectations with tradition. With the natural feel of Brazilwood, a fin arced worksurface, layered wall mount overheads, bench height
storage, and 360-degree electrical distribution you’ll be able to combine function and sophistication with a warmth that’s normally only
found in wood casegoods.

swish

Freestanding Tables
Add flexibility to any space with a pneumatic (standard to stand up) or ratcheting (standard to counter) adjustable height table
that can be topped off with either a round or squircle shape. Choose casters for mobility, or glides if you don’t want your table
wandering around.

Accessory Rail & Accessories
Use an accessory rail to keep often used items close at hand and easy to access with office organizers and shelves. Accessory tools can
be mounted to both sides of a rail and slide horizontally for optimum positioning.

Self-supporting “and” side by side...
It’s a breeze to create a panel-less team environment in a small footprint using Swish self supporting components. Extruded legs and
storage pedestals support adjoining worksurface elements and keep spaces visually light. They also provide power access and wire
management to accommodate the technology needs of today’s business teams. Privacy screens delineate personal space and allow for
interaction between workers for collaborative tasks.
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teaming
The simple concept of working together is never more relevant than today, and now there is furniture that specifically supports and
encourages communication and sharing. If your daily tasks involve working side by side then linked worksurface shapes will place
you in close proximity to each other, while still allowing each the ability to work independently.
WORK STYLE

swish

Designed for meetings...
Whether it’s an in-person meeting of multiple parties at a single table or a conference call between smaller parties from distant locations, there’s
a Swish setting that will encourage and support sharing ideas and solving problems. Work tables and modular units work together to provide
a firm foundation for any discussion or presentation, with style and flair.
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conference
Traditionally closed door spaces for formal meetings, conference areas have evolved to include anyplace where people might discuss,
present or work together on a project. By incorporating work tables, modular storage, power and data support, and integrated
seating it’s easy to produce environments that support all sizes of meetings and presentations.
WORK STYLE

Stand Up Collaboration Table
Collaboration tables can be supported at stand up height
with full drawer pedestals, maximizing storage
opportunities and using a minimum footprint when
space is at a premium.
Wire Management Grommets
The unique Swish teardrop grommet is designed to work
with and complement the extruded support system.
Worksurfaces include grommets as standard in a variety
of positions.

swish

Wire Management
Swish extruded legs have been designed with
an integrated wire management channel
and cover to neatly organize cords below
worksurfaces and under overheads.
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Worksurface Power & Data Access
Soft-touch, flip-top power and data access is
available so connectivity is always at reach,
perfect for charging personal electronic
devices like cell phones and cameras.
Wire Management Grommets
Exclusive to Swish is a molded teardrop
grommet and cover that reflects the materials
and shape of the extruded support system.

Multi-circuit, multi-directional electrical...
Swish is designed and engineered to supply power and data for single and multiple
unit configurations, hidden from view and easy to access. Every Swish unit
incorporates a wire pass through for jumpers and cables that support a clean
aesthetic and desired technology placement. Specifying a powered station is as
simple as choosing an electrical option and measuring for jumpers to route
the power.

Multiple infeed locations are offered to bring power into a unit in the most
convenient way, whether using a hardwired source or a standard plug.
Power accessibility is then centrally located within the unit under worksurfaces.
Channel cords from devices through grommets and along wire management
troughs, or decide to bring power directly to the desktop with an assortment of
soft-touch, flip-top power and data access units.

Power & Data Infeed (bench height)
Side access grommets are standard on all
bench height and tall storage units, and are
ideal for bringing power and data into a unit
from a standard height wall source.
Power & Data Infeed (floor level)
If power and data must enter where there is
not a grommet, use field installed grommets.
360-degree
Power and data is efficiently routed vertically
and horizontally below the worksurface
through integrated wire management.

swish

Supports

Lounge Tables

Worksurface Overhang

Privacy Screens & Modesty Panels

Overheads with Doors

Overheads with Cubbies

Materials

Worksurface Shapes

Supports Specially tooled Swish extruded aluminum legs and supports correspond with grommets above and below the worksurface. The interior conceals
cords with a removable, quick access cover. Lounge Tables Unify an integrated seating arrangement with a coordinating Swish lounge table, available with
square, rectangle or triangle top shapes. Overheads with Doors Keep items hidden but easily accessible with hinged or sliding doors on overhead storage.
Optional locking doors are available on hinged units. Overheads with Cubbies Choosing overhead storage and cubby combinations provide for “at reach”
management of paper and reference materials.
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details, features & options
Swish modular componentry can be specified for a single office or an entire building.
Learn more about the amazing capabilities of Swish by visiting jsifurniture.com and reviewing the Swish price list and specification guide.

Worksurface Overhang A generous approach side overhang on select worksurfaces allows guests and coworkers to get close without knocking knees or marring
desks. Privacy Screens & Modesty Panels Easily mount or remove privacy screens and modesty panels to tailor a worksurface for the task at hand. Both
are available in 9" and 15" heights in varying lengths. Materials Make a statement by selecting from an assortment of premium acrylics that complement
a balanced standard offering of surface materials. Worksurface Shapes Gently arcing fins, ergonomic nooks, flexible boomerangs, collaborative 120s and
hardworking rectangles are all offered in an assortment of sizes that will fit your space and need.

laminate (woodgrain)

natural maple

blond echo

natural cherry

autumn cherry

studio teak

brighton cherry

vintage cherry

walnut heights

brazilwood

high line

designer white

alabaster

bridal blanco

taupe

shadow

dove grey

slate grey

paper cut (premium)

ivory taipei (premium)

silver spun (premium)

swish

Swish Supports Double concave, extruded aluminum spacers and legs incorporate a wire management channel and are anodized for consistent color, texture
and durability. Swish Pull A sleek, matching aluminum pull has a recessed lip for fingertips that makes opening drawers effortless. Pull Locations All
Swish drawers are pre-drilled on the backside for multiple positions, making for a smooth aesthetic when the drawer is opened and a last-minute change of
pull positions uncomplicated.

laminate (solid)

acrylic

Floating Worksurfaces Swish is designed around a floating worksurface aesthetic that is desirable and practical. Route cords simply and smoothly under
the worksurface, hidden by an acrylic plenum that snaps on and off for even easier access. Swish Edge All worksurfaces and tops have a coordinating PVC
eased edge. The flat profile of the eased edge is excellent for linking tops and specifying units in challenging spaces.
frosted (standard)

drift green (premium)

oyster linen (premium)

glass

metal

back painted glass

silver

Pre-Configured Models Ordering complete desks, credenzas and pedestals with single model numbers makes specifying an office with Swish even quicker
and simpler. Each unit ships complete with worksurface, supports and all necessary items for assembly.

Sustainability Learn how Swish can contribute to your sustainability goals by contacting your JSI Customer Service Team.
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www.jsifurniture.com

ember cherry

For people who work with people...
Create an environmental landscape that lets light filter through, promotes team work and allows for personal customization through
innovation. From collaborative open plan areas to private offices and conferencing spaces, Swish can furnish an entire facility with
its robust offering of flexible and functional modular components.

for people who work with people!
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swish

back to back
overall dimensions
132"W 144"D 54"H

back to back
overall dimensions
204"W 240"D 60"H

integrated collaboration
overall dimensions
216"W 60"D 54"H

integrated collaboration
overall dimensions
227"W 223"D 54"H

forward-facing run
overall dimensions
252"W 168"D 54"H

benching
overall dimensions
156"W 108"D 54"H

private office
overall dimensions
222"W 90"D 60"H

teaming
overall dimensions
144"W 144"D 42"H

conference
overall dimensions
216"W 144"D 30"H

Swish designed by Michael Shields for JSI.
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